Some rather new thing:


Obrien, the guy that talked about how "beautifull" hait is was in a resort, wahoo bay beach resort just next to where a bunch of kids were freed the other day, the Kaliko beach club


>>172178550
the locations of the 2 clubs. Note that the 33 is an important number in the occult and for freemasons

>>172178662
Who tf cares about freemasons; its the Jews that are doing this shit

Why you niggers act like she doesnt fit the royal family? I would say she fits in perfectly into the fellow satanists

http://archive.is/yXFB4#selection-50.1-50.2

and freemasons are the good goy clubs that work for the jews, wether they know it or not. the lower members are just usefull idiots thinking its a neat gentlemens club disguising the club as such why the higher ups fuck over the world together with the jews and all the other clubs out there

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmd2Eey6CcE
around 5:50 Nora Maccoby talks about her growing up in an almost all CIA neighborhood making it very likely her family is involved in that as well.

Izette Folger Sister of Max and Nora Maccobie

http://archive.is/e03eX
> children: Anne Maccoby Berglof, Izette Folger, Nora Maccoby Hathaway, Max Maccoby.

She is also at on the Advisory board of Innocent at Risk which is an organisation to "fight" child exploitation and human trafficking

http://archive.is/JLGWY
Max Maccoby brother of Nora Maccoby and Izette Folger, defended in Alefantis and Brock in court

https://www.docdroid.net/lPfMAN/brock-court-documents-.pdf.html#page=14
and is on the board of directors of "Friends of the Orphans"
Furthermore the "Friends of the Orphans" orphanage is the very same orphanage Laura Silsby took the children from when she was caught with 33 of them (pic related for more on this)
https://archive.fo/ox7Fa
>PUELLO: There was an orphanage that collapsed in Haiti. It was called friends of the orphans of Haiti. And there was somebody over there that told them that the orphans had no place, no room to place them.

tl;dr: this family with CIA background and connection to Alefantis have an awfull lot of connections to Childprotectionservices including the orphanage that Silsby got the children from. Silsby was also scrubbed from the AlertSense website so you dont see her working there anymore. really makes you think

Regarding Silsby being scrubbed from the web. Laura Silsby is no longer found on the AlertSense website. She used to be on the website with pic and name (as Laura Gayler though), but they restructured the website and now she is gone. For those that dont know, she was caught smuggling out 33 (interesting number by the way) out of haiti after an earthquake, most of which werent even orphans. She then was spoken guilty but only sat the 6 months she awaited trial and was set free afterwards and then went to AlertSense which provides technology to AmberAlert which is a warning system of the government for the case of, ie., children dissappearing.
Furthermore they also scrapped her work at AlertSense from the Wikipedia article. While http://archive.is/soUUb mentions
>Silsby and Hammons worked together at Hewlett-Packard.[24] Silsby-Gayler became associated with MyStateUSA an Idaho corporation based Meridian Idaho in 2010 [30]. MyStateUSA CEO, Claudia Bitner, founder of MySateUSA appointed Silsby-Gayler the CFO and corporate secretary in 2011(30). MyStateUSA changed its name to AlertSense [31]
you dont find anything any more at the current article https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Life_Children's_Refuge_case
Also Pizzagate wiki was (((shut down)))
http://pizzagate.wiki/

WE are the warrior monks of the 21st century, we will bring the knowledge to our blinded brothers
>matrix unplugging
Its time, the Jews have subverted this place, And now shutting it down when they bomb children.
>there is a faction war , inner civil war
Agency against agency branch against brother, Co worker against fellow peer.
>CiaNigger against CiaNigger
We need to remain true and get our transmission from GOD!
>TERRY is like Paul the Apostle converting the Science atheists causing great harm to Googles science cult
WE ARE AT WAR!!!!!!
>A war against our minds and hearts
Where the enemy has
>paid shills
>comped mods
>corrupted embedded government
>satanic slave sex cults
There is an industrialized, organized VILE PEOPLE ORDER
An ancient order of evil video
https://youtu.be/k8kY-3b_Aco

We have a psychotic, artistic aristocracy called hollywood involved in SEX CULTS, CHILD SEX SLAVERY AND PURE EVIL
>allison mack rundown
https://youtu.be/4px_vlTWYcl
>PizzaGate IS REAL
and much much worse
>the worst movie you have ever seen cannot compare to the human sacrifice and torture that THEY DO

We need to counterattack these SCOUNDREL fucks... through waking people up with CrimsonPills. Expose these beasts
Multiple senators wore the socks in pick related
http://archive.is/ERD02

These socks seem to be exclusively available on this website

Chairman of this onlineshop is Sir Phillip Green
http://archive.is/MbI18
This friendly guy also lend his private jet to the McCanns to tour around
http://archive.is/71Gkm
And he seems to also get along really well with Bill "I put my dick everywhere I shouldn't" Clinton
http://archive.is/gYkVW
furthermore "Sir" seems to be a honoury badge for pedos, like:
Sir Jimmy Savile
Sir Phillip Green
Sir Clement Freud

Also aside from the pedotriangles:
Coke & Pizza = Cocaine & Children?

So I figured out why pizza places. Big pizza ovens for disposing of evidence. I bet there is human DNA in the ashes.

They're not even trying to hide it, anymore

Ovens to burn humans to ashes have to be way hotter than pizza oves. in general im not sure if actualy shit is done in CPP.
My theory is that its just a save haven, a meet up place for faggots, degenerates and pedos than can safely exchange and gather contacts and speak about their depravity with kids being around all the time so that the pedos have something to look at while there.
her nose doesn't really fit

>With fingers crossed, the old rabbit's foot out of the box in the attic, I will be sacrificing a chicken in the backyard to Moloch . . .
>chicken
>moloch

Moloch (Phoenician: מֹלוֹכָּה, Masoretic: מֹלֶכֶת, Greek Μολόχ) is the biblical name of a Canaanite god associated with child sacrifice.

man, I really wonder what was sacrificed there

not sure if you are meming, but its alex soros instagram, just in case you are not...

seems fitting to me.

in general im not sure if actualy shit is done in CPP
it obviously is hence the pentagram map and the blatant symbolism on their logo and being run by james "look at me im a superpedo" alefantis, also the cia media jumped head over heels saying "nonono we dont sacrifice any babies there" which confirms that they do.

some anon made the observation that pingpong = auction house, hence the paddles which you hold up when you bid.

Wtf is going in in the background of that pic? A woman on a table?

its just art goy stop looking into it

well, its definitely connected, i dont debate that. i imagine it to be just a meeting place though from where you get brought elsewhere if your are deemed fit. maybe the pegasus museum?

you didn't hear about spirit cooking, did you?

pic related, spirit cooking with that abramovic and lady gaga

People like him need to leave their echo resort.

If you just want to know about the meaning of #cumpanda go to the end of my next post, this will lead to it though
Josh Bekenstein, Sponsor of the New York Dinner of the Clinton Foundation
Bain Capital was founded in 1984 by several former Bain & Co. partners that included Mitt Romney (later to become the 70th Governor of Massachusetts and candidate for President of the United States), T. Coleman Andrews III, and Eric Kriss.[4] On account of these shared roots, Bain & Co. still maintains a strong institutional relationship with Bain Capital. Many current Bain Capital managing directors and professional staffers began their business careers at Bain & Co.[11]

Bain & Co., even though allegedly a separate group still has the same origin as Bain Capital and I would be surprised if they really severed all ties. Bain & Co. has ties to Atlantic Council http://www.atlanticcouncil.org/about/international-advisory-board
Which in turn has ties through Dmitri Alperovitch to Crowdstrike
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dmitri_Alperovitch

Crowdstrike is one of the companies which fueled the rumors of Russian hacking and has ties to the DNC http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-03-24/what-crowdstrike-firm-hired-dnc-has-ties-hillary-clinton-ukrainian-billionaire-and-

So Bekenstein has ties to the DNC, donated to the Clinton foundation, and has connections to a group fueling the Russian hacker narrative. However, there is Seth Bekenstein, his brother, who was found guilty of Childpornography http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Man-Faces-Child-Pornography-Charges-Russians-2965729.php
So a Bekenstein, with ties to the DNC and donated for a CF dinner working for a company founded by Mitt Romney has a brother that distributed Childporn
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>>172184220
Bekenstein was convicted in 1987 in New York on charges of sexual abuse and placed on three years' probation, records show.

>>1721820289
Isn't that spirit cooking shit?

Anonymous (ID: UTmN2Rcb) 05/19/18(Sat)09:29:22 No.172184378

California Candidate for US Senate Patrick Little has talked openly about how Pizzagate is real.

Anonymous (ID: 81A7K1IK) 05/19/18(Sat)09:29:28 No.172184389

>>172180289
Isnt that that spirit cooking shit?

Anonymous (ID: v2k6jv/e) 05/19/18(Sat)09:30:16 No.172184439

>>172182431
>35 girls

Anonymous (ID: yUrB/mN/) 05/19/18(Sat)09:30:27 No.172184454
Is this "Haiti is already great" thing an actual thing? I thought even the people from Haiti agreed it's a shithole country.

trevor moore is /ourguy/

amber alert is an emergency system for example in case of missing children and is provided with technology by AlertSense which is the company fucking laura silsby works for

then he continues to say his parent sold him off in the song. am not through it all yet

1:10 he says he cant stand the rich kids bar mizwahs and sleep overs with saudi princes

at 1:30 he sings about being put in a pit for 3 days and splashed with a hose which reminds me on those hot shit videos and the other shower videos

manager comes in saying “nothing to see here, he is just pranking lol”

2:30 kids says they will sacrifice him to the god baphomet

then there is also this shit:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_574Rxxez2c

includes the satanism, threat of suicide and blackmail through forcing him into fucking a child.

also goes 3:22 (Skull and Bones) and ends with the words “God please help me” even though all the other High in church clips have that song going on longer at the end

that NXIVM is that sex cult you heard about. turns out stormy daniels the pornstar accusing trump to have paid her to not talk about him fucking her is a member of that same sex cult

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NXIVM

>&In early 2018, NXIVM founder Keith Raniere and associate Allison Mack were arrested and indicted on federal charges related to DOS, including sex trafficking.[13][3] A trial has been scheduled for October 2018.[14]

Shithole people build shithole countries. This should be no surprise.

Yup they probably chose that to be one of the first indictments opened for that reason.
NXIVM gave their members a quota of blackmailing and compromising at least 1 new person per month, with each compromised person bringing in 1 new person themselves. So these fucking satanic pedo sex cults have been growing exponentially unchecked for decades.

Anonymous (ID: 81A7K1IK) 05/19/18(Sat)09:39:52 No.172185213
>>172184614
>NXIVM

Who are these guys?

Anonymous (ID: fsYjP2v) 05/19/18(Sat)09:42:24 No.172185436
>>172183675
I remember the pegasus museum, didn't the google street view even have 'kids' graffitied outside?

Anonymous (ID: yUlB/mN/) 05/19/18(Sat)09:43:01 No.172185477
>>172185213
how do you not know what spiritcooking or NXIVM are? did you just come out of a coma? Its an MKultra sex cult with ties to the clintons and bronfmans that just got busted, was one of the first in about 56k sealed indictments against the deep state to be opened.

Anonymous (ID: v2k6jv/e) 05/19/18(Sat)09:44:14 No.172185573
>>172184987
>dat's rite dere iz no such ting as pedoflies

710 KB PNG

Anonymous (ID: yUlB/mN/) 05/19/18(Sat)09:44:42 No.172185613
>>172185573

194 KB JPG

Anonymous (ID: +CXzY11O) 05/19/18(Sat)09:45:13 No.172185655
>>172185436
Castellum Achilles is the company under which alefantis pegasus museum runs. translated it mean Achilles watchtower and it happens to be next to some playground. for those who dont know: the pegasus museum seems to be where the #killroom is located https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnT9QzmMAe4 the original uploader took it down afterwards, allegedly because he was threatened by alefantis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZQxYQ49p0U maybe he is lying about the threats, but some anons looked into it and he would have to have spoofed the IPs apparently and the call log and chat log. also he would have to have made a false report on purpose at the police http://p2c.websterpd.com/QuickResults.aspx?case=17000111 pic related he uploaded it with which you can find the casefile. would be a pretty elaborate hoax for a humble tshirt merchant. alsothe filenumber has double three in a row. however he has some pizzagate website and makes money from selling shit, so it maybe some PR stunt, but making a false report at the police over this, i dont know i think the museum is on the back of some living houses though and the graffity was in front of those houses. however we know most of the property around CPP is (((owned))) so those houses may are too

>>172185213
see lower part of >>172184964

Anonymous (ID: yUlB/mN/) 05/19/18(Sat)09:45:37 No.172185687
Anonymous (ID: r30w/ZDN) 05/19/(Sat)09:46:17 No.172185753

Rolling for 33

Anonymous (ID: 81A7K1IK) 05/19/(Sat)09:47:00 No.172185812

>>172184987
GET PAID BY THE HOUR (Hour)
THINK THEY MEMES ARE FIRE (Fire)
HUSTLE WITH THE BEST (BEST)
YA'LL NIGGAS DROWN LIKE THE REST (Skrrrt)

Dont you
tryna
tell me
that you
made that
on your
own (GAH)

I can
get muh
2 year old
making
better
on his
phone (MINECRAFT)

if you
come a-
round here
then you'll
end up
just like
Shlmo (Yeaaah)

Black and white
Saved as .jpg
Niggas losing braincells, shills yeah gotta go (That's right)

Anonymous (ID: LIAOttFr) 05/19/(Sat)09:47:48 No.172185885

>>172178550
I will always bump these threads. Conan is a POS and the kiddy diddlers need to hang

Anonymous (ID: LIAOttFr) 05/19/(Sat)09:48:44 No.172185953

>>172185655 (checked)
you're doing god's work anon, don't stop

Anonymous (ID: fsY[IP2v) 05/19/(Sat)09:48:58 No.172185964

>>172185665 (checked)
you're doing god's work anon, don't stop

Anonymous (ID: NuHmD+7) 05/19/(Sat)09:50:54 No.172186121

>>172178550
Zero proof Pizzatards

Anonymous (ID: eoPps1F0) 05/19/(Sat)09:51:11 No.172186157

>>172180289
Gfro here with your faggot wedding dude. Nobody gives a fuck that your shit ass country is punching itself in the dick.

Anonymous (ID: +CXzY11O) 05/19/(Sat)09:52:21 No.172186255

Disney has club 33, I repeat, thirty-three, like the masons favorite number showing the connection to those guy.
Remember all the popular MKUltrad teeny stars coming from Disney. And how are people MKUltrad? They are tortured and abused until the personality breaks, and creates new personalities to cope with the thing to protect itself at which point the new personality/personalities can be shaped. They probably use some drugs to enhance the effect while also building in a trigger to bring the desired personality to the front. Like giving them some certain shirt before the abuse starts or whatever. And since those kids have to be groomed/abused to be superstars you can be sure they think they can not only create the next superstar willing to promote their agenda, but also give all the pedophilic elites some fun time by letting them abuse the kids. quit pro quo

no coincidences so many of their stars have some mental collapse later in their career.

also note: A bear, fat hairy faggot, snuggling with a barely clothed young boy

>>172185964
funny thing is i just wanted to make a thread on >>172180289 and go on to safe azeroth but it got instead moved to /bant/ after 3 minutes >>172177381 so i figured i hit a nerve and thus doubled down and decided to make it a full blown pizzagate thread.

Anonymous (ID: yUjBmN/) 05/19/18(Sat)09:55:11 No.172186519

>>172186255
Their hubris is blatant, dont forget that Moana movie, blatant pedo swirl on the cover as well.

Anonymous (ID: +CXzY11O) 05/19/18(Sat)10:00:39 No.172186952

Pic related at Baalbek temple, dedicated to Baal aka Saturn aka Satan aka Moloch aka Cronus

The unification of the polar opposites is something that stretches itself across many cultures. Be it the marriage, uniting male and female, often dressed in black and white, resulting in the magic of a new kid being born. Or be it the solar eclipse uniting sun and moon together. In the egyptian mythology osiris dick (male) that gets eaten by a fish (female), or the Washington Monument (a dick, male) standing in the vesica pisces (female). The 2 pillars, Boaz and Jachin which stood before Solomons Temple and represent the sun and moon, and again the polar opposites. Sol, solar, sun, mon, moon. Sol-o-Mo(o)n. Even the "Star of David" is representing the male and female being united with the opposing triangles.

In case of the star of david we have the triangles/pyramid, but the triangle also symbolizes the 3, or with the 2 triangles the 33 All good things come in 3, the holy trinity, 3 nails used to crucify jesus, he came back from the dead on the 3rd day. 33, 3 plus duality, good and evil, male and female (the "star of david", which originally is not a jewish symbol depicts the 33with 2 triangles coming together, the male and female energies coming together.) it is believed where polar opposites meet magic/miracles happen and especialy unification of male and female is a holy event in pretty much all cultures which creates the miracle of life (trannies are a perverted version of this most likely uniting in one body what god seperated mocking him and his creation. Jesus died on the 3rd april 33ad at the age of 33 at 3pm. Counting all the connections and connectionspoints including the hidden one on the tree of life/kaballah gives you 33. the number is also associated with gods promise

Anonymous (ID: OGYs2gke) 05/19/18(Sat)10:08:49 No.172187620

>>172178991
>L copflag
>DURRRRR MUH BLU LIFES DURRRRRRRRRR

Show us your diaper commercial anon!

fuck you, kill yourself before its to late

Anonymous (ID: fsYjfP2v) 05/19/18(Sat)10:10:07 No.172187730

>>172185687
And yet now we can see that the FBI absolutely cannot be trusted no matter what. Sad
http://thehill.com/opinion/white-ho
use/388436-after-year-of-investigat
ion-trump-can-rightly-claim-some-vi
ndication

Anonymous (ID: +CXzY11O) 05/19/18(Sat)10:13:01 No.172187971

Scalise was strongly against humantrafficking and childdiddling
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/867843578265051136
https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/835199895413882886

Scalise gets shot, and Pizza gets send to his office
He was then most likely brought into the same Hospital as Seth Rich based on the location, the MedStar Washington Hospital Center.

The shooter is also known for abusing his foster children.

In April 2006, Hodgkinson was arrested for battery, domestic battery and discharging a firearm, after he allegedly physically assaulted his foster daughter and two of her friends.

A St Clair County sheriff’s department incident report said Hodgkinson threw his daughter around a room, pulled her hair and hit her. He then punched a female friend of his daughter in the face “with a closed fist” and struck the woman’s boyfriend in the head with the stock of his shotgun, before firing a round as the man ran away.

Almost a decade earlier, another foster daughter living with Hodgkinson and his wife, Suzanne, had killed herself at the age of 17, according to the Belleville News-Democrat. The daughter, Wanda Ashley Stock, doused herself with gasoline and set herself on fire inside a car.

What the fuck? Who burns himself as suicide? Why not taking a hose and just redirected the exhaust fumes into the car or let it run in a garage or something? Use the shotgun of the guy to make it quick. But fucking burning yourself? Maybe murder instead?

Also Trump brought his personal physician to Scalise.

Furthermore weirdly congress candidate Lindy Li seems to have a connection to the shooter.

The same doctor who is responsible for Scalise, Jack Sava, also appears to be on the guestlist together with the Podestas.

He talks about in the beginning how it is normal to get shot and be relatively fine and later get into shock and collapse explaining the critical condition.

This article talks about why a gunshot to Scalise’s hip, not just any hip, but Scalise’s can be deadly.

However, here it says he was in good spirits, and even called his wife and talked to her. Scalise was on the verge of collapsing but instead of instantly operating on him and stabilizing him they let him talk in peace all chilled out with no worries?

They already set the narrative up to make it seem like its normal if he dies.

This bitch even already talks like he dead.

Furthermore Hodgkinson seems to have disappeared months before the shooting.

Where did he go? Certainly not target practice. Was he maybe snatched up and MKUltra in that time?

Prior to the mass shooting, Hodgkinson visited the senate office of democrat Bernie Sanders, whose failed presidential campaign the gunman had volunteered for. The FBI also said the shooter had been in contact with the offices of democratic senators Dick Durbin and Tammy Duckworth.

“I have just been informed that the alleged shooter at the Republican baseball practice is someone who apparently volunteered on my presidential campaign,” Sanders said in the statement. “I am sickened by this despicable act. Let me be as clear as I can be. Violence of any kind is unacceptable in our society and I condemn this action in the strongest possible terms. But happens to not mention the visit. Hmmm

The FBI released new information Wednesday on the lone gunman.

According to the bureau, 66-year old James Hodgkinson acted alone in the mass assassination attempt, in what the FBI is describing as a “spontaneous” incident.

Just like with Abe Lincoln and JFK I suppose. And so spontaneous he disappeared months prior to the attack and had a list with him. Is anyone else thinking now?
Lets look into the media for some hints
First South Park
>Sexual harrassment panda
>the club of super rich guys that travel the world and fuck little boys to stay healthy
>the episode where stan says that alcoholics anonymous is like a cult
turns out they also drink their blood.
>the episode where stan says that alcoholics anonymous is like a cult
turns out a big part of the program is directly taken from aleisters crowleys "diaries of a drugfiend" which is about how
to abuse someones addiction for indoctrination
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A%E2%88%A4A%E2%88%B4
>The A∴A∴ is a spiritual organisation described in 1907 by occultist Aleister Crowley. Its members are dedicated to the advancement of humanity by perfection of the individual on every plane through a graded series of universal initiations
AA, like alcoholics anonymous.
Episode 33 of Silicon valley, 33 is the masons favorite number
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_k0OZowa1To
again blood to stay young.
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/fountain-of-youth-young-blood-infusions-"rejuvenate"-old-mice/

picrelated from the same event
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLkwtfbdH2s
>Heinz Fischer. Dig deeper into this

I wonder if he heard their screams while they were raped.

The more I read informative posts like this the more convinced and afraid that pizzagate is real a scary than one can imagine, thanks germanbro stay safe. I mean that.